
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO PLAN AND FUND A MISSION TRIP 

Guidelines and Expectations 

The church encourages as many people as possible to get involved with missions. 
Therefore, the emphasis is on active participation from the congregation.  GO (Global 
Outreach team) will help advise participants, but generally not perform the ministry 
itself. The hope is that participants will become empowered and equipped for further 
ministry. 

It may seem there are a lot of rules. Each item comes from a question or a previous 
difficult situation. This document gives these guidelines to help you avoid problems 
right from the beginning and have a successful mission trip. 

Financial Support.  

1. Missionaries supported by VFMC are responsible for raising all funds needed for a 
mission trip. 

2. Financial support from VFMC may be available as budget permits in cases where 
the missionary is unable to raise the full amount needed.  Contact GO for an 
application.   

3. Missionaries supported by VFMC should not incur debt because of the trip. 

4.  In order to make things easier for our church family, the fundraising for all short 
term mission teams are to be coordinated by GO. Any fundraising not involving the 
church family is not included in this process.  See Appendix A for guidelines 
regarding support from the congregation. 

5. Funds generally should be sent directly to the sending organization and should 
NOT pass through the church. To maintain financial accountability, checks should be 
made out the sending organization, not the missionary. 

6. When a family moves because of a mission, naturally we consider the whole family 
eligible for support. However, when a family is not relocating due to a mission, we 
only support the members of a family who are actually part of the ministry of the 
mission trip. 

Training, Readiness & Preparation 

7. Mission candidates should not use a mission trip to escape responsibilities or 
avoid serious issues in their life. Nor should they be a part of a mission trip if their 
issues are likely to cause a problem with the ministry and witness of the trip. 

8. GO strongly encourages missionaries who seek support from VFMC to meet with 
GO to go over questions, expectations and which adjustments may be needed. This 
meeting should be well in advance of the trip and NOT at the last minute. 



9. Mission candidates should evaluate the safety of a trip carefully. Adequate 
insurance and other safeguards should be provided. If there is still significant risk, the 
trip should not be undertaken. 

10. Adequate training should be provided by the sending organization. GO may 
require the supported missionaries to complete an orientation and training given by 
GO. 

11. GO encourages missionaries to read autobiographies from missionaries, or if 
possible meet with a current/former missionary, before the missionary is sent out. 

12. Help and support for a mission doesn't just happen. There should be a plan for 
supporting the mission. This task includes such things as collecting equipment and 
supplies, organizing prayer support, send off and welcoming back at the airport. 
Usually this is accomplished by organizing a "covering crew".  Check to be sure the 
sending organization is providing this support. 

13. Missionaries supported by VFMC may be commissioned in front of the VFMC 
congregation before departing for the missions trip. Commissioning can be arranged 
by GO, and must be approved by the Senior Pastor. 

14.  GO strongly encourages that missionaries read Re-Entry by Peter Jordan. A 
copy may be lent from GO. Please give special attention to “Before You Go into 
Missions”, “A Checklist” (pp. 139-140); and “Debriefing in a Group Context” (pp. 
141-142).   

Follow Up & Aftermath 

15. If the church supports a mission, GO requires the missionaries to share their trip 
experiences, whether one-on-one, in a small group and/or during a gathering such as 
a Missions Lunch. Sharing in front of the VFMC congregation may be requested by 
missionary, and must be approved by GO and the Senior Pastor. 

16. GO strongly encourages missionaries to have a debriefing session after their 
return. GO is available to host this debriefing. The session may revolve around what 
changes have been made in the missionary through the Holy Spirit (attitudes, 
perspectives, priorities, gifts/abilities, etc.) and what the missionary's role was during 
the mission trip. GO will require a meeting if the church supported the mission. 



APPENDIX A:  GUIDELINES FOR REQUESTING FINANCIAL 
SUPPORT FROM THE CONGREGATION 

In order to make things easier for our church family, the fundraising for all short term 
missions teams will be coordinated by GO.  Any fundraising not involving the church 
family is not included in this process. 

1. Each team will prepare a team support letter – one page maximum.  The letter 
should include all of the details of the mission, including the amount of support 
required of each member to raise.  It should be stated that checks are to be 
made out to the sending organization, not VFMC. 

2. Each team member will write an individual support letter – one page 
maximum.  The letter should include personal information not included in the 
team letter.  

3. Each team member will make a list of all church family people that they plan 
on sending a support letter to and then print out a letter for each person on the 
list.  The letter may also include the person’s name, and a short hand-written 
note specifically to the person. 

4. Each team will collect all of the individual support letters and group them 
together based on the names of the recipients.  A team support letter should 
be included with each set.    

(a)  If there are no other teams requesting support, the sets of support letters 
may then be distributed to the recipients. 

 (b)  If multiple teams are requesting support, the sets should be alphabetized 
  and delivered to GO.  GO will then coordinate the distribution of the sets. 

5. Each team member is responsible for keeping track of his or her support, from 
both within and outside of the church family.  A list should be made including 
the name, the check number if applicable, and amount given.  The support 
totals should then be given to the team leader (or designated team treasurer, 
or covering crew) and recorded. The collected support should then be sent to 
the sending organization, not VFMC. 

6. Any church sanctioned fundraisers (lunches, for example) will be multi-team 
events also coordinated by GO.  


